
A taxonomy of torturers

What is the difference between a Mexican drug cartel and a cadre of Islamic terrorists?

Answer: There is no substantive difference.  The Mexican gang indiscriminately

slaughters a busload of randomly selected travelers, torturing some of them with

calculated cruelty, in order to impress upon a rival cartel that it will stop at nothing to

control the drug traffic in the contested territory; the jihadist gang engages in the

identical act to make a similar point to both its Muslim rivals and the infidels residing in

that particular district.  The individual engaged in the torture and murder feels

resolutely justified about the act: his entire life is set in righteous opposition to the

federales or to the apostates; and so implacable is his commitment that the life of any

person not a member of the cartel or of the Islamist movement is considered to be

utterly worthless and expendable.  "Those who are not for us are against us."

It will be argued, perhaps, that long before the individual perpetrator bothers with

a rationalization, he has been enjoying the torturing and the murdering.  This is true in

part: the bad news about evil is that people like to do it.  The jihadi is putting in good

minutes.  Stimulated by images of beheadings, he may have traveled across Europe to

join ISIS; he is exhilarated by his act; and if he can't sleep that night, it is only because

he is still too excited by it.  There could not possibly be so much evil in the world if the



perpetrators did not enjoy their crimes.

Nevertheless, the evildoer also believes that his way of life is morally defensible. 

His argument in extenuation may occur at the lowest level, which I call that of the

sociopathic parody of normal values: it may amount to no more than the assertion that

"I want what you have, and I am entitled to take it, because I count more than you do." 

But did Mitt Romney evince any higher motivation in seeking the presidency?  He gave

the impression not only that it should have been given to him because he wanted it, but

also that he should not have been put to the inconvenience of having to seek it – it

should have been awarded to him on his merits.  (An ethical double standard – "I count

more than you do" – is by no means unusual.  Is there an American patriot alive who

does not believe that an American life counts more than an Iraqi life?  The sociopath is

a nation-of-one: his personal policy toward his neighbors is modeled on his nation's

foreign policy.)

If the terrorist's motives include, not only blood lust, but the desire to impress his

comrades with his fortitude and to strike fear into the hearts of his enemies with his

formidability and his ruthlessness, must we not acknowledge that these perversions of

normal values are not unfamiliar to us?  Tens of millions of my countrymen crave

respect above all else, and equate being respected with being feared.  And do not

some of us – more than a few – lead lives of unquiet desperation, manically seeking to

gain the approval of our associates by whatever means are necessary?  French

journalist Nicholas Henin, when he was held captive by ISIS, met "Jihadi John," the

British-born executioner featured in stomach-churning videos, and other similar

recruits, and pronounced them in an interview to be "very trivial" and "very normal."



Brooke Gladstone: They are very trivial?

Nicolas Henin: Yeah, they are very normal guys.  They are just like street
kids mostly.  And this is my advantage on you.  You see ISIS fighters only
through the videos that they produce.  But I lived among them for 10
months, so I don't buy the legend anymore.

However that may be, under the aegis of ethical egoism, "I count more" is a

comprehensible statement, reflecting the private belief of almost everybody that some

people do count more than others.  This conviction unites the member of the drug gang

and the member of the jihadist organization.

The criminal sociopath may be willing to live in the dog-eat-dog world that would

result from the universalization of his "principle."  That is to say, he knows that if others

adopt his ethic, he must be forever wary – but he may trust that he is a fellow of just

such virtues of toughness and moxie as will enable him to prevail in the ensuing

dystopia.  He may not believe that he is a good man; but he believes that he is a good

man.  And he has contempt for the type of goodness that he is accused of lacking. 

That niceness is not good for him.  He sees society as a cabal of weaklings who are

holding down the aristocrats of self-reliance such as himself and others of his self-

respecting ilk; he sees that the sheeple have all the luxuries that he should have, but

only because they have joined in a combine against him.  He seizes what would be his

by birthright if the survival of the fittest were not constantly thwarted by thieving

governments comprised of sentimentalists and sissies.  When an individual of this

stamp joins a cartel of narcotraficantes, he finds himself in the presence of other similar

"natural aristocrats," who reinforce his sense of superiority to the masses and augment



his beliefs with dogma; and he revels in the ascendancy that his band of brothers

attains over the herd.  Given that these sportive warriors picture their human opponents

as troublesome insects who are slowing their progress, we should find it unsurprising

that they murder them with the same glee that our more reputable neighbors feel when

ridding their homes of cockroaches.

What has this portrait of the typical narcotraficante to do with the description of

the jihaidist?  Not less than everything.  It is a trivial matter that the dogmas read so

differently.  Certainly the language of religious proselytization does not resemble the

language of a black market, but what is that to the purpose?  This is a difference at the

surface level of content, which is just a lot of palaver.  The similarity is in the substance

of the orientation to the world, characterized by narcissistic exceptionalism and

incipient sociopathy: "I and my cohort are right together, and all who impede us in any

way are wrong."  The drug cartel could make a high-minded argument if it chose to:

"There is a demand for these narcotics and we are the capitalist entrepreneurs who

supply it, at great risk to ourselves."  It is feeble-minded of us to find greater

respectability in the argument that God wants us to live in conformity to a human

document compiled 14 or 19 or 25 centuries ago, and that anyone who dissents from

this proposition should be tortured and killed.

Defenders of religion, and even some critics, might be quick to say that the

Mexican drug-dealers were always evil people who had no good in them, while the

Islamists were once good but became warped by a false doctrine – the critics counting

the warpage as inevitable, the defenders treating it as a rare aberration that should not

cause us to overlook all the good of religion.  But we don't have any hard evidence that



the drug dealers were always evil or that the Islamists were ever good.  We do have a

huge body of evidence that indicates that people start out very much alike: if we rely on

ordinary observation and the commonest sense, we must admit that in the cradle, and

for a long time afterward, the little boys in Mexico and Syria gave no sign that they

would turn out to be morally depraved.  We can see with our own eyes that they were

educated into evil.  They were indoctrinated and subjected to a long training in the

theory that they have the right to live as they do and to cultivate the practices that

sustain their way of life.  The drug runner is buoyed by the camaraderie of his cronies

and by the grudging respect, in the form of fear, that he inspires in his adversaries. 

The jihadist is psychologically identical to the drug enforcer.

In fact, we can picture a limit to the depredations of the cartels: they mostly do

violence to those who would do violence to them and to their enterprise; they would be

willing to let well enough alone if they were allowed to operate unmolested.  If money is

your god, at a certain point you may be glad to simply count your blessings in pesos

and dollars.  But if God is your god, you don't feel satiated until there are no more of

the godless left on earth; and the godless are not merely the competitors who would

deprive you of your stash – they are all people everywhere who have yet to capitulate

to your truth and agree to live by the dictates of your creed.  The religionist will murder

you solely because you stand accused of appear ing to believe in your heart something

that he has forbidden you even to think.  Yes, the drug-dealers want to wipe out the

competing cartels and kill all the undercover cops and enforcement agents; and they

will terrorize the townspeople in order to warn them away from helping their enemies. 

Thus far they resemble the jihadis.  But at the point that the rival gang is eliminated and



the government is bribed and cowed, they are done.  If they behaved l ike the Islamists

who have set their hearts on the Caliphate, they would continue killing until no one was

left who was not a member of their gang or a buyer of their wares.


